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What is Quantum information Theory

Thestudy of informationprocessing using
the laws of quantum mechanics

Quantum mechanics quantum theory i

The mostgeneralframework to
describe matter at

the fundamental microscopic
level

Quantum theories ecott for almost all classicalphysical

theories mechanics i.e motor ofparticles suspect
to forces electrodynamics exceptgravity

Here g mechanics or g theory
or q phyres

alaresyrs refers to
the

generalfraenevoledley
should we study informationprocessing

in the

framework of quantum theory

Even futter Why should we study reformation
processing in the content of pk
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Information as a priori a concept unrelated

to its physical recitals
lueodem computer

puadoard relays paper
classical nfoma.hu

theory Shauna Kueny never talks abut pleynes

Laudacw l96 Erasing mformata
creates heat

the lil
particle on box at particle in box at

autechre position Kane pombe
1 bit of information by erased reset

entropy So kea2 entropy SFO

DS gys
k he 2 D dQew TsSsyg kTlu2

D Erasny l bit releases sQ Ktla 2 heat

equalization
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Landauer Information is physical
i.e we need to take at least the fundamental

pays poreaples onto
account when thinkey afort

info processing on rake
Q

On the other hand Moore's Raw

hansistors chip doakes every 18 months

transistor size eventually approaches atomicsite

must take quantum effects into accat

either fight them or re

Quantum beformaba Theory

Information processing taking into account

the fundamentalprinciples of g theory
redependent of specificphysical
realisation
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Basic principles ideas and applications of QI

Classical information bit 5 0,1

Quantum mfo greenheart z

with two bass vectors I f e5 Os

General guff configuration state is a superposition

4 E E 142 IN 1

Has similarities to prob distrifutrans over classical fits

Pope with po p Zo potp 1 but also

hey differences

Reo i can check test measure the value

of a classical Lt e.g
corn on a Sox prepared on

a state PE

pot Po updated date f
Pf

reset o

trees

result l updated state ta
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2nd measurement gives sauce result duo new neto

0 measurement collapses state

Cn fit

mihal Pak g
Caya prob142 Result o

µp measurement

0 Remy y

oh posse

But other reeeasurements east
e g

card prob
2

Result t

l I Different possitihta
can caeec e.ci

Result aDestructive intolerance
prof 1211

What is the state after
measurement

same principle 2x same weed p same result

carai Date after encas lo or I

Cance Date after weeas Ltd or IIa
State collapses onto cereas outcome
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Note The same hold for class prob dishikhas

yjp6y
Doing areas dishrts quantum Aek

A
B

feud g BobAlice eavesdropper
Eve

Measurement disturbs state

Eve cannot attain mforueo.hn about shale seed

without A B wheezy can be used to establish

secretkegs

thangle ment teleported Inequality

A B

A B share tort state dishikha over

oo oe ro er

Can choose state such that outcomes are perfectly correlated

for all measurements
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This can also happen on a classical theory
A hidden variable model Ces au redependent

pre determined outcome for every test like a corn

Bret A local bidder aanable CHU model

y a o H
where the boxes cameos communicate relativity

satisfies special inequalities 1
Bell inequalities

which are violated by quantum
dates 1

Entanglement

Q M States can display een classical correlations

But Nd
eo ahf possible

This also highlights a fifteen between

protability theory and quantum theory i beprob K

values are read redep of measurement
and the

state Ppg merely equifres a Cad of knowledge

Quantum theory does rotate for heal an

interpretation
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Pence A wants to getg State to B w out

risky to lose state But No cloudy then A

cannot make copres

Teleportation

A B

entangledstate 1
joint

Date
rueas

state appears at B

Does this allow for faster than light coven

No State on B's side is 9 scrawled

and requires A's wees outcome seek as

classical ufo at speed of light to be

decoded

Note The state of the system is teleported

not the system itself

Asher Peres disembodied rechcareaha
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Gmpuhy

Typical hard computational protean

NP prokeens n Solution may
be hard to find

but easy
Acle cle

E g gnaph
Can we color pice

Este mm mm

e.g 3 colors w out

f same color on

adjacent vertices

Given solution easy to check

Quantum computer Work with quae
Superposition of all possibilities
right Lake to check allocates at

the Same there

But How can we bugle out the good
solutions Non trivial protean

Cables For class poof dish it also looks G2e we

can test all possibilities Lt there tee's on leg
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Quantum Info several issues

cloning nuposake

areas destroys g Hate learn to do

weapon vote

errors can be continuous

is A eve posnke to identify the error

E reoha

Use quantum superpowers to protectquantum

superpowers
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